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BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA SEEK POSSIBLE REFUGE IN
DELAWARE BANKRUPTCY COURTS
MONYA COHEN*
Due to the magnitude of sexual-abuse lawsuits filed by numerous Boy Scouts of America
(“BSA”) adversaries, from both former and current Boy Scout members, BSA filed for Chapter
11 bankruptcy earlier this year.1 BSA is an extremely complex organization with several
different levels of business, including an array of local councils that have charters through the
BSA that run the day-to-day operations of the organization. For that reason, BSA poses one of
the most complex financial restructurings in history.2 BSA has an estimated 275 lawsuits
pending in state and federal courts asserting abuse-related claims against them.3 In addition,
there are more 1,400 survivors with “to-be-brought” claims, and as a result, drove BSA to file for
bankruptcy to determine survivor’s damages, as well as keep the organization running without
completely dissolving it.4
Venue can be important for parties engaging in litigation as it can help one adversary
over the other depending on the knowledge, skill and experience of the judges.5 The venue
dictates what law applies and so, if a debtor can “forum shop,” it chooses the venue where the
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law applies most favorably to them.6 Bankruptcy venue statutes allow a debtor to file where it’s
incorporated, where it’s principal place of business or assets are, or where a bankruptcy of an
affiliate is pending.7 However, bankruptcy is federal law so the same law applies in all states.
Therefore, filing in one state should be no different than filing in a different state.
BSA filed for bankruptcy in Delaware, where they bought a subsidiary one month prior
to filing. In July of 2019, a nonprofit organization named, Delaware BSA, was incorporated in
Delaware.8 The sole member of this organization is BSA, and the principal asset is “a depository
account located in Delaware.”9 This is the sole subsidiary BSA has in Delaware, being
headquartered in Texas. Delaware BSA has less than $50,000 in assets, which is comprised
primarily of a bank account,10 and there are no employees located at this subsidiary.11 Hence, this
subsidiary’s sole purpose is to hold money for the National BSA organization.12
This gives the BSA a favorable venue in Delaware. It’s less likely that over 1,400
survivors will travel to Delaware in order to litigate this case. Because of the decades long abuse,
the survivors are likely older and even possibly elderly, and they will be less likely to travel to
Delaware, especially in a pandemic. Further, the expenses of traveling to Delaware will probably
be paid out of pocket for most of the survivors.
To the extent that the bankruptcy code applies, federal judges can defer to state law in
some situations. Because of the BSA subsidiary in Delaware, it seems that Delaware has more
favorable laws towards debtors than other states; as BSA are not the first organization to file for
bankruptcy in Delaware with little to no connection to the state other than random pop-up
subsidiaries.13 For these reasons, it is likely that not only did BSA file in Delaware to make it
more difficult for their adversaries to be present, but also, to achieve more favorable state law for
themselves.
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